


ABOUT US

Art of Kinetik was founded in late 2007 with a vision to create a 
new kind of luxury boats, marrying timeless materials such as  
mahogany, teak, stainless steel and leather to modern progressive 
design.  Our focus is on creating a new way of living on the water, 
with interior  design and space more often found in fine homes, 
and functions in line with a contemporary style of living.

Art of Kinetik is principally based in Belgrade, Serbia, where 
research and development, including design, naval architecture 
and engineering, is being done.  Our shipyard in Belgrade handles 
the production of hulls and installation of systems and has four  
primary workshops: carpentry, metal works, composites and 
upholstery.  Design and manufacturing of interiors and accesso-
ries is done in Bavaria, Germany.

Our concept is to produce highest quality bespoke wooden 
yachts between 10m and 30m in size, with emphasis on contem-
porary design, utmost luxury and highest quality.  Our philosophy 
is to create unique crafts where one feels like being in a fine home 
rather then in a boat.  This is reflected in use of materials like 
wood, stone and leather, as well as in contemporary open layouts, 
with all the conveniences of a modern home.  

As company name suggests, our boats just happen to be yachts, 
but they are in fact floating pieces of art.  They are beautiful and 
they are timeless.

TECHNOLOGY BESPOKE

Why wood? One can talk about wood for hours.  This question is 
always asked, but in our opinion it is obvious. Wood is ultimately a 
material that is beautiful, noble and timeless.  When it comes to 
boats, wood has numerous technological, functional, structural 
and aesthetic qualities that no other material can match.  
Structurally, wood is a material that has a very good weight to 
strength ratio (it is lighter and stronger then plastic, although not 
like carbon).  It naturally does not fatigue over time like metals, so 
it does not lose it’s structural  properties and strength over time.  
Wood also naturally absorbs sounds and vibrations, so it provides 
a uniquely comfortable and luxurious ride.  Wood is a noble  
material with unique aesthetics unmatched by any plastic, 
composite or metal boat.  Finally, for us wanting to make floating 
pieces of art, wood being a timeless material was the only natural 
choice.  We build our craft to be enjoyed not only by this 
generation, but the next to come.

The wood that we use for our hulls is the highest quality Sapele 
African mahogany, processed and dried in Germany.  The hulls 
are made using a cold-molded vacuum lamination technology.  
All outside walking surfaces are covered in Burmese teak, while 
the superstructure and some other elements like fuel tanks are 
made in carbon fiber composites.  

All metal deck equipment is made in the highest quality A4 (316) 
stainless steel. Both Mazokist and Hedonist have been designed 
for a very comfortable ride and seaworthiness.  We use deep-V 
hulls with 20 degree deadrise at transome providing excellent 
maritime characteristics in the rough seas.  Hulls completely built 
in wood also provide a very smooth, vibration free and quiet ride.  
Waterjets with interceptors and Vector control system provide 
very easy handling and maneuverability with very tight turning 
circles and super fine control in fine quarters. 

Art of Kinetik gives it’s clients  something that no other shipyard 
can, which is a unique sense of style, design, quality and luxury, 
with a real ability to customize the boat to their needs and tastes.  
This has so far not been possible in the segment of the market, 
and a privilege offered only to superyacht buyers. Our plans for 
the future are in line with the philosophy of our inception – to 
produce and tailor unique, beautiful and high quality yachts 
for our clients in the range of 10m to 30m.  

Our focus is not on volumes but rather on creating unique yachts 
that will stand the test of time. Art of Kinetik is and will remain a 
niche shipyard, focusing on the highest quality bespoke yachts 
rather then volume. While we certainly have competitors with 
quality  products and in size and performance similar to ours, our 
unique combination of design, style, concept and quality, puts us 
in a league of our own.

VESSELS

Hedonist Open, Hedonist Hard Top, Antagonist and Mazokist 
are four models in a collection of boats ranging from 10m to 30m 
that we launched over the past years. They all follow the same 
philosophy taking either design or concept influences from the 
past, but making them both, in terms of technology, design and 
function as yachts, consistent with modern way of living and 
contemporary sensibilities of aesthetics and function.  

www.artofkinetik.com



ANTAGONIST

Art of Kinetik, the producer of luxury wooden pleasure yachts, 
this summer launched a new model, featuring elegant lines, 
peerless finish and bespoke details for which the company has 
become known for. 

Antagonist, a 37 foot open weekend cruiser fits below a 63 foot 
Hedonist, company’s flagship yacht.  Antagonist is targeting all 
those who want to spenda day on the water in style and in 
environment not seen on any other yacht in its class.  While 
smaller than Hedonist, the yacht continues with the philosophy of 
elegant lines, superb craftsmanship, highest quality materials and 
plethora of bespoke details.  

The main characteristic of the yacht is unusually large open 
cockpit, providing both luxury surroundings and space for up to 8 
people to spend a day in comfort, lounging, dining or sunbathing.  
Uncompromising approach to beautiful design did not detract 
from providing plentiful space and functionality required for 
relaxing time on the boat.  Besides a large seating area in the 
cockpit featuring a multifunctional table, there is also a spacious 
sunbathing area astern framed by two teak covered paths leading 
from the built in swimming platform.  Inside, a large 
air-conditioned interior with an easy access from the cockpit, 
provides a home like environment, characteristic of the company’s 
previous yachts.  

Since launched in June 2012, Antagonist has shown the evolution 
of Art of Kinetik concept and philosophy and again demon-
strated its unique combination of elegance and craftsmanship. 

It is destined to become a new benchmark in the weekend 
cruisers market segment.

www.artofkinetik.com

















A DAY ON ANTAGONIST

Dark, daring lines sweep out of the water like a poised alien sea 
creature as I approach Art of Kinetik’s latest wunderkind with 
anticipation and unease. True to her name Antagonist appears to 
challenge me; to question whether I have the mettle to command 
her. She is not a craft for the faint-hearted. I can’t wait.
She purrs in the water as I approach, 37ft of achingly beautiful 
lines lilting slowly in the swell. My mind is flooded with reactions, 
wildly contradictory: she is elegant, muscular, delicate, strong. Her 
profile flows like a bow wave exuding a sense of power and 
purpose, similar to her bigger sister Hedonist but more lithe and 
sleek. 

From every angle, she whispers classic. The crew of a nearby 
super-yacht look down with envy. You can’t blame them; there’s 
nothing else like it. But does the kinetic experience match the art 
of aesthetic? I climb aboard, conscious that I look like a kid on 
Christmas Day. 

I have been deceived. The open cockpit is even larger than it 
looks. No less than 8 people could luxuriate here also day 
lounging, dining and sunbathing in comfort – and still not get in 
the way of the skipper perched on the designer pilot’s chair, itself 
a bespoke work of art fused with ergonomic function. I admire the 
smooth, multifunctional table and am offered a drink from the 
discreetly hidden bar. The cabinet closes softly with an almost 
inaudible click. 

The day is heating up and the spacious sunbathing area astern 
looks increasingly appealing. Framed by two teak-covered paths 
either side, it tapers down to an elegant swimming platform. Then 
I begin to realise the sheer level of passion and craftsmanship at 
work here. Every detail, every material, everything is designed to 
satisfy. The interior beckons.

Descending easily below the cockpit, the conditioned air cools 
and the exterior noises become gently muffled. Beguilingly the 
craft plays its trick again of seeming to expand, this time to reveal 
a luxurious home-like pad with designer furnishings and subtle 
mood lighting. 

Then the Yanmar engines rumble into life behind me, the room 
quivers almost imperceptibly as if with an eager thrill and I return 
to the deck, a effervescent white streak of water tracing an arc to 
the jetty already disappearing in the distance. 

www.artofkinetik.com
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